Threat Profile Report
What Is a
Threat Profile Report?
Our Threat Profile Report will provide you with access to
firsthand knowledge that Truesec has accumulated regarding
the cyberthreats currently facing your organization and
industry. This knowledge will enable you to make appropriate
prioritizations for which security measures to implement –
prioritizations based on real-world knowledge of cyberthreats.

Predict

Prevent

Detect

Respond

Recover

Our Threat Profile Report will
provide you with the following:
 Generic Threat Landscape

The Threat Profile Report also includes relevant
threat scenarios for your organization, and actionable
recommendations on how to upgrade and maximize your
cybersecurity posture.
It has become increasingly important at both the executive
and technical levels to stay up to date with the evolving
cyberthreat landscape. Existing cyberthreats and threat
actors continue to evolve, and new threats and threat actors
appear constantly. Our Threat Profile Report includes data
and analysis based on Truesec’s long experience responding
to real-world cyberattacks, as well as scanning and DarkNet
exploration. The report is provided in both a written format and
as a presentation. During the presentation your organization
will have the opportunity to discuss and ask questions to our
experts, so you acquire the best possible information to take
the right action, at the right time.

 Industry-specific Threat Landscape
 Threat scenarios
 Attack surface
 DarkNet exposure
 Recommendations
 Written report and a presentation where you can
discuss and ask questions

About Us
As a global cybersecurity company, we’re proud to be at the
forefront of protecting organizations and our society against
cyber threats. Our purpose has been clear since day one:
Creating safety and sustainability in a digital world by preventing
cyber breach and minimizing impact. We never cease to
A Safe Digital Future
challenge and reinvent ourselves to help defend your most
valuable data assets every day.
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If You Are Under Attack,
Call Truesec
+46 (0) 8 10 72 00
incident@truesec.com

What We Do
Truesec offers a Threat Profile Report tailored to your organization that provides in-depth knowledge of the cyberthreats that are most likely
to affect your organization. This report will provide you with a solid baseline for discussions regarding your current cybersecurity posture and
how it measures against the real-world threats that impact your specific industry.
Depending on the level of depth you require, the Truesec Threat Profile Report can contain any or all the following elements:

Generic Threat Landscape

DarkNet Exposure

This section contains the latest trends in cybercrime and cyber
espionage explained in easy-to-understand terms.

Cybercriminals work in large networks. They trade secrets and
sell access to organizations on DarkNet forums. Truesec’s experts
continuously monitor such criminal forums and blogs. This
section provides information regarding any exposure Truesec has
observed related to your organization in such places.

Industry-specific Threat Landscape
This section contains more detailed data related to cyberthreat
trends specific to your organization’s particular industry.

Threat Scenarios
Based on Truesec’s long experience in cyberattack investigations,
this section provides in-depth examples of cyberattacks that are
relevant to your organization, including examples of TTPs (tactics,
techniques, and procedures), used by real threat actors.

Recommendations
Based on the overall threat against your organization and your
current exposure, Truesec lists a set of actionable prioritized
recommendations to upgrade your cybersecurity posture, to better
meet the threats.

Attack Surface
Based on interviews with your organization’s IT-staff and Truesec’s own
passive and active scanning of your networks, this section will provide
you with a general overview of your current exposure and vulnerabilities.
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The Partnership
We see our work with our customers as a partnership.
We work together to get the best results and prevent incidents.

What Is Included

Generic
Threat Profile

Specific
Threat Profile

Extensive
Threat Profile
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The Threat Profile Report as a PDF
The Threat Profile Report presentation with Threat
Intelligence experts in which your team can ask questions
and delve into topics to obtain the complete picture
Generic Threat Profile Report
Industry-specific Threat Landscape
Current threat actor profiles, trends, motivation, intent, as
well as TTPs, including examples of recent attacks
A specific threat profile and applicable threat scenarios for
your organization
Analysis of attack surface based on passive data gathering
and information provided by the client
Graded risks and specific recommendations to reduce the
risk level
Enhanced analysis of attack surface based on active
scanning and recon of external exposures
A deep scan of the DarkNet to find
potential leaks of company information

A Safe Digital Future

The Threat Intelligence Team
is Here to Help
Our team is dedicated and wants to help organizations
become safer. Our Threat reports supports us in our cause.

Methodology
Truesec Threat Intelligence experts will base the report on the
deep insight in cybersecurity that we have at Truesec. This means
we will use the knowledge from our Red Team exercises, our SOC
(Security Operations Center), our Cybersecurity Incident Response

Our TI experts produce
a realistic threat picture
for your industry by
Threat Intel gathering

Our TI experts
produce the
Generic Threat
Profile Report

Team investigations, our forensic research, our information
gathering from the DarkNet, and of course, our threat actor
analysis to mention a few of the data sources.

Develop realistic
threat scenarios for
your organization

Collect information about your systems by passive scanning intel gathering

Deep scan
of DarkNet
of company
information
Analyze what
vulnerabilities
you have for
these threat
scenarios

Creates a list
of overarching
measures

Active scanning and recon
of external
exposure

Collect information about your systems and routines by interview of your employees

Our TI experts produce the Generic Threat Profile Report, and you will receive this as a PDF

Our TI experts produce the Generic Threat Profile Report as a PowerPoint and are conducting a presentation for the
team you select including the possibility to ask questions to delve into topics and understand the whole picture

How To Obtain the Benefits of Truesec’s Threat Profile Report
You start by talking to your Truesec customer contact, or any of our experts. Together, we will determine the scope of the assignment, your
goals, and the key takeaways you require to obtain maximum value from the report. We then agree on a schedule as to when and where it
should be executed, when to complete the report, and when we will conduct the debriefing meeting
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